6th Grade Supply List

Science
- Red/Green Pens 1 box (Continue to buy throughout the year)
- Pencils 1 box (Continue to buy throughout the year)
- 2 boxes of tissue
- 2 bottles of sanitizer
- 2- 3 subject journals or composition notebooks (no spirals) or 2- single subject journals
- Pencil sharpener w/cover
- 1 Flash drive

Social Studies
- 2- 3 subject journals or composition notebooks (no spirals) or 2- single subject journals
- 2 packets of loose leaf paper
- Blue/black pens (Continue to buy throughout the year)
- Pencil sharpener w/cover
- 2 boxes of tissue
- map pencils and markers

Math
- 6 glue sticks
- 2 Composition Notebooks (3 subject)
- 1 pack Graph Paper
- EXPO dry erase markers
- 2 reams of colored typing paper
- 2 packs of 12 pencils (Ticonderoga)
- 1 pair of scissors
- 5 pocket folders w/prongs (1 of each color - red, blue, green, yellow, orange)

Reading/ELA
- Composition Notebook-4
- Pens-2 boxes
- Pencils-1 box & Pencil Sharpener
- Highlighters
- N